
CYANOTYPES, 
WOMEN 

& NATURE

Daguerre patented the daguerreotype process.) In 

1843, British botanist Anna Atkins used cyanotypes 

for the illustrations in her book Photographs of  British 

Algae: Cyanotype Impressions. Atkins may be the first 

female photographer in history; her book was 

certainly the first one illustrated with photographs. 

Google honored Atkins by using one of  her depictions 

of  leaves as their “doodle” on what would have been 

the artist’s 216th birthday: March 16, 2015.

Although inspired by Atkins, Meg Madison is more 

ambitious than the British artist: her subjects are 

significantly larger and more mobile than those Atkins 

employed. Further, whereas Atkins documented 

botanicals for scientific purposes, Madison seeks 

to represent women in ways that countermand the 

long history of  female figures in Western art history. 

Rather than being objectified for the male gaze, 

Madison’s women hover in their own phantasmal 

worlds. The female figures seem to drift, ghost-like, 

over shimmering waves of  clear, dark blue. 

Because of  her ecological concerns, it is important 

to Madison that she washes the prints in local water 

sources, from the LA River to the Pacific Ocean. 

As Madison enters the waves to rinse her prints, the 

photographed forms seem to emerge from the life-

giving liquid that is severely threatened by our current 

California drought. The technical process of  cleansing 

the cyanotypes becomes a ritual ablution, magically 

revealing pale, shadowy echoes of  bodies that are 50-

65% water. 

Some of  Madison’s subjects recline on their sides, 

others on their backs. One bends in a yoga pose, 

another curls like an immense fetus. In every case, the 

portraits assert individual subjectivity, thereby resisting 

received conventions of  sexualized roles for women. 

There are also variations on the multi-panel portraits 

of  women’s bodies: A horizontal example depicts two 

pairs of  hands reaching towards each other across 

Prussian blue waves. It reminds us that we are all 

eg Madison’s recent cyanotypes depict women’s 

bodies as wraithlike apparitions suspended in aqueous 

zones of  luscious blue. 

Created of  metallic salts, sunlight, and water, 

the spectral portraits are inherently linked to the 

environment, and remind us of  our eternal oneness 

with Mother Nature. 

Cyanotype is a photographic process that produces 

dark blue prints. The first step in making a cyanotype 

is to mix two iron-based chemicals--ferric ammonium 

citrate and potassium ferricyanide--in water and 

blend them. The resulting solution is used to coat a 

photographic surface, usually an absorbent paper, 

which must be dried in the dark. To create the image, 

selected objects are placed on the paper and it is 

exposed to sunlight. The chemicals in the illuminated 

zones turn those areas dark, while the areas 

underneath the objects remain pale. After exposure, 

the print is washed thoroughly in water.

The cyanotype process was developed by Sir John 

Herschel in 1842. (Herschel, who coined the term 

“photography,” had produced photographs on glass 

as early as 1839, the year that French artist Louis 

connected, and we are all connected to the beautiful 

blue planet we inhabit.

Quiet as meditation and deep as the sea, Meg 

Madison’s cyanotypes evoke awe-filled responses. 

They refer to important subjects with elegance and 

poetry. And they are supremely beautiful.

   –Betty Ann Brown, July 2015

Anna Atkins, Laminaria digitata, British Algae, 

1843, Cyanotype.


